**2021-2022 Book List for Year 2 Electrical Apprenticeship Program**

**NFPA 70: National Electrical Code (NEC) 2017 Edition**
*ISBN* 9781455912797 (spiral bound), or 9781455914753 (loose bound), or 9781455912773 (softbound) any copy is fine.

**Delmar’s Standard Text of Electricity; 7th Edition (if you already have 6th edition that is fine)**
*ISBN-13:* 9781337900614
*Cengage Learning*

**Illustrated Guide to Understanding the NEC Requirements for Grounding versus Bonding; 2017 Edition**
*ISBN* 9780986353437

**Ugly’s Electrical Reference; 2017 Edition**
*ISBN* 9781284119367

**2017 Practical Calculations for Electricians**
*ISBN* 9781946798992
*Brown Technical Publications*

**Calculator – TX Instruments 30XA**

These books are available through the ISU Bookstore. You may order the books from the bookstore or online through Amazon.com or through the publishers.

Order Direct from the publisher and get additional savings:
*Cengage:* [http://www.cengagebrain.com/course/2588955](http://www.cengagebrain.com/course/2588955)
*Mike Holt Enterprises:* [http://www.mikeholt.com](http://www.mikeholt.com), or call: 888-632-2633 or email: sean@mikeholt.com; mention you are from ISU Workforce Training to receive a 10% discount.

Use Discount Code – 92971

2017 Practical Calculations is available to purchase from Amazon.com or directly from the publisher Website.